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William F. Weld
Governor-Elect
Transition Office
100 State Street
Boston, MA 02109

Dear Governor-Elect Weld:

Attached is the transition report of the Massachusetts Rate
Setting Commission. The Commission has the responsibility for
designing and administering pricing mechanisms which promote
efficiency in the delivery of health care services and the
af fordability of quality services for the public and private
sectors. Our one-hundred and fifty-five member agency affects
over $12.2 billion dollars in health care expenditures. The
Globe called the Commission "... a watchdog arm of the
government that is notoriously hard-nosed and tightf isted" . We
believe a review of our accomplishments will show that we have
been tough, but fair, in our efforts to control health care
costs

.

You may find our agency unique in several regards. Our size
allows us to be flexible and responsive to the changing health
care environment. Our roles of setting pricing policy,
auditing, and analyzing data affords the Commission a unique
view of the health care financing picture. Our policy and
production staff enjoy a well deserved reputation for their
expertise on financial matters.



William R. Weld
Governor-Elect
Page 2

We have made great strides over the last five years in
setting rates and promulgating regulations in a timely fashion.
This accomplishment has been marred somewhat as MRSC and the
Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare struggle to implement
the veto authority granted to MDPW through Section 84 of the
Acts of 1990. We look forward to discussing the pros and cons
of that process at a future date.

The Commission is also the only health care agency which is
governed by the Administrative Procedure Act. This public
hearing process allows input from all the parties affected by
our regulations. We then weigh the competing interests of
consumers, providers and payors with the interest of the
Commonwealth to achieve a regulation which is substantively
sound and administratively feasible for the regulated parties
and the Commission.

We appreciate this opportunity to provide some perspective
on the Rate Setting Commission. We can provide more insight
into these issues as the transition and information sharing
process continues. We look forward to an on-going dialogue as
we attempt to meet the challenge of promoting efficient and,
accessible systems for delivering quality health care.

Sincerely,

Paula R. Griswold
Chairman

Thomas K. Lynch
Commissioner

Jonelle L. Soelling
Commissioner
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Mission Statement

The mission of the Massachusetts Rate Setting Commission is to promote

for the citizens of the Commonwealth cost-effective systems for delivering

high quality, accessible health services. We accomplish this mission by

designing, implementing, auditing, monitoring and evaluating financing and

pricing mechanisms. Our role includes collecting and disseminating data as

well as analyzing and interpreting information for the development of public -*

policy. The Commission focuses public debate through extensive public

hearings and uses the regulatory process responsibly and courageously. In

doing this, the Commission judiciously weighs the competing interests of

consumers, providers, and payors.

Massachusetts Rate Setting Commission
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AGENCY INTRODUCTION

The Massachusetts Rate Setting Commission is an administrative
agency within the Executive Office of Human Services established
in 1968 and reorganized in the early 1970' s to coordinate and
centralize the rate-making functions of state government and to
control growth in health care costs borne by the Commonwealth and
other payors. In addition to its other functions, the Commission
performs the role required of the states by the federal government
in overseeing rates of payment for services provided under the
Medicaid program. Since 1983, state-administered assessments on
acute hospitals, described below, have funded all of the agency's
activities

.

Health Care Dollars Spent

Over $12.2 billion dollars in health care costs are directly
affected by or fall within the jurisdiction of the Rate Setting
Commission. Of those costs, $2.4 billion are attributable to
Medicaid alone. For that program, the Commission projects current
fiscal year expenditures of $588.4 million for the services of
physicians, dentists, pharmacists, home health providers, mental
health centers, and other ambulatory care providers. State
spending for long term care in FY91 will reach $1.1 billion,
including $55 million in expenditures unmatched by the federal*
government for rest homes. In FY90, Medicaid spent roughly $615
million for hospital services pursuant to the hospital financing
provisions of Chapter 23. The hospital industry, whose revenues
from Medicaid and private payors are limited by statute has total
revenues of approximately 9.8 billion. In FY90, acute hospitals
generated $8.1 billion and non-acute hospitals an estimated $1.7
billion in revenues.

According to recent literature, health spending in
Massachusetts is 20 to 2 5 percent above the national average. The
Commonwealth leads the nation in both hospital spending per capita
and in the ratio of physicians to population.

KEY ACTIVITIES

Under state law, the Commission has five broad mandates:

o the establishment of rates paid by the Commonwealth
for services provided under Medicaid and other government
programs

;

o oversight of implementation of the hospital payment
system

;

o the review and approval of hundreds of Blue Cross
contracts with hospitals and other health care providers;

o the determination of rates of payment for health care
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services covered by commercial insurance carriers under the
Workers' Compensation Act; and

o the analysis and publication of health cost and
utilization information reported to state agencies, including
the Commission, for use by lawmakers, state officials,
providers, and consumers in the formulation of public policy
and the purchase of health care services.

In general, the Commission is responsible for the design,
implementation, audit, monitoring, and evaluation of financing and
pricing mechanisms for a wide variety of services, including the
services of acute, non-acute, state and county hospitals, nursing
homes, rest homes, intermediate care facilities for the mentally
retarded (ICF-MR's), and 33 classes of ambulatory providers. (See
the appendix for a list of specific provider categories.) While
rates of payment for providers participating in Medicaid and other
publicly-funded programs are governed by the state, the
Commission's authority in both the acute and non-acute hospital
sector extends beyond Medicaid to include all payors, with the
exception of Medicare, and including Blue Cross, the commercial
carriers, and individuals who pay directly.

Accountability

To ensure agency accountability, Commission rate and rule-
making activities are governed by an extensive set of
administrative procedures. This process, notable for its public-
hearing reguirement, is structured to maximize input from the
provider community. The agency strives to be responsive to
material submitted during the review and comment period, which, in
addition to the public hearing, precedes the adoption of any new
rate or regulation. Rate methodologies allow and encourage rate
adjustments, where appropriate. Commission decisions are subject
to administrative (Division of Administrative Law Appeals) and
judicial (Superior Court) review.

Funding

By virtue of revenue enhancement legislation enacted in 1983,
the Commission is self-sufficient. It is funded through an
assessment of the hospital industry which is egual, in the
aggregate, to the cost of operating the four line-bureaus and two
support units. The FY90 budget authorized $8.6 million in
spending. To date, the Commission has collected $8.24 million in
assessments, or 87.3% of the goal.

Structure

The Commission consists of three full-time Commissioners and
six units or bureaus, including the Administrative Unit, the Bureau
of Ambulatory Care, the Bureau of Hospitals, the Bureau of Long
Term Care Facilities, the Bureau of Systems Development, and the
Office of the General Counsel. At the present time, there are
approximately 154 employess.
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KEY GOALS

In carrying out its statutory obligations, the Commission
seeks to meet the following goals:

o establish rates which encourage cost containment while
at the same time ensure access to high quality care;

o provide incentives that require provider efficiency and
the expansion of services which state policy supports as a
primary objective;

o establish stability in the language and intent of
Commission regulations to promote provider understanding and
predictability, to provide ease of administration, and to
decrease the regulatory burden on reporting providers; and

o provide comparative information for use as a
management/decison-making tool to all sectors of the health
care system.

On November 8, 1990, the Commission submitted a set of
proposals to the Special Study Commission on Health Financing as
part of the ongoing effort to determine the principles which will
govern the hospital payment system taking effect on October 1,
1991. In that paper, included in the appendix, the Commission
identified four goals of major importance to policymakers,
providers, and consumers. The first is efficiency in the delivery
of services, and, to that end, the system should provide incentives*
for efficiently-operated hospitals. Second, the system should be
easily administered and should minimize the administrative burden
on the hospital industry. Third, the system should permit the
distribution of the comparative data it generates for use by
policy-makers, purchasers, hospitals, and other health care
providers. Finally, payment methodologies should promote access
for needy populations to essential services. The Commission will
continue to press for these and related goals as discussion on the
future payment system intensifies.

In setting reasonable and adequate rates for Medicaid and
other government programs, the Commission employs every legal means
to obtain the lowest price for the state, including exhaustive
cost-saving measures and strict standards of actual cost,
productivity, and efficiency. The Commission, through its
corrective actions, has achieved stability in the rates and
controlled growth. Despite intense pressure from the provider
community, Medicaid rates in Massachusetts have risen at a slower
pace than inflation and at a lower rate than that which has been
experienced by other payors. In virtually every case, the state
pays the lowest legally determined price of any insurer or payor
in the Commonwealth.
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SIGNIFICANT ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Over the past five years, the Commission has adopted a pro-
active approach to eliminate backlogged rates, promulgate cost-
effective regulations, reimburse providers of care reasonably and
adequately for the cost of their services, and promote access for
vulnerable citizens. Among the Commission's significant
accomplishments are:

Ambulatory Care

o Implemented a new cost-savings methodology, in close
cooperation with Medicaid, for pricing the ingredient cost of
prescription drugs, resulting in a first-yesr savings of over $5
million;

o Corrected state overpayment for many medical services and
insufficient payment for others through revision of the physician
fee schedules;

o Addressed the state's inability to purchase homemaker
services for the elderly (thus threatening higher nursing home
utilization) because of labor shortages;

o Alleviated a serious access problem in procuring night
attendant and personal care attendant services necessary for
Independent Living, a cost-effective alternative to
institutionalization;

o Contributed to state attempts to combat infant mortality and-
the costs of premature births by instituting special "Maternal and
Child Health" rates for home visits to infants at high risk;

o Stimulated competition to hold down prices within the
temporary nursing service industry and discouraged the over-
utilization of temporary nursing pools; and

o Developed the methodology used to disburse bad debt/ free
care monies allocated by the General Court to community health
centers, to reduce the use of higher-cost sites of care.

Hospitals

o In FY91, enforced the revenue compliance provisions of the
acute-hospital financing law and produced, as a result, a $39.4
million reduction in hospital charges for all payors;

o Completed 158 non-acute hospital final settlements in FY90
and FY91 for a net savings to payors of $21 million;

o Reviewed all non-acute hospital budget submissions on a
timely basis, within the 60-day statutory time limit, and produced
a savings of $39.7 million in patient care costs requested since
July 1, 1990;

o Implemented the acute hospital financing provisions of
Chapter 23. The Commission is currently participating in the
Special Study Commission on Health Financing established in 1989
to develop and recommend a successor payment system. As a member
of the Study Commission, the agency is conducting a simultaneous
evaluation of the proposed systems (see attached recommendations)
and existing methodologies;
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o Cooperated with the Department of Medical Security to
produce timely uncompensated care pool payments; and

o For non-acute hospitals, implemented Chapter 270, a new law
having major consequences for hospital payments.

Long-Term Care

o Improved the state's ability to manage the delivery and cost
of long term care to heavy-care patients, and subsequently reduce
administratively necessary day (AND) payments to hospitals, through
the design and implementation of a prospective case-mix payment
system for nursing homes; and established a target date of January
1, 1991 for its statewide implementation;

o Produced audit savings in the amount of $18 million per
year, or $.5 million per auditor;

o Eliminated the backlog of final rates;
o Provided on-going technical assistance to the 550-member

nursing home industry; and
o Met the statutory deadline of October 1, 1990 for the

implementation of technical changes required in the federal Omnibus
Reconciliation Act of 1987 (OBRA)

.

HISTORICAL FOOTNOTE

As a historical note, it is instructive to review the preamble-
that accompanied the enabling legislation filed by then-Governor
John A. Volpe in 1968. It reads:

"Only through an effective and efficient
administrative body designed to perform the rate-making
function can we be assured that the rates of payment and
reimbursement will give both full value received for every
taxpayer's dollar spent and at the same time provide fair and
equitable compensation to the hospitals and other vendors of
medical services."

In 1990, as in its early years, the Commission insists on
fiscal efficiency in the provider system to protect the interests
of the taxpayer. "Full value should be received for every dollar
spent," the Governor's statement continued, "and in return the
providers of health care should receive reasonable cost for their
services." To achieve this balance, lawmakers established as a key
characteristic of the Commission its extensive public process.
This feature emerged intact when legislators, state officials,
providers, and other interested parties developed the comprehensive
reorganization plan associated with and enacted in the succeeding
Sargent administration and serving as the fundamental basis for
the agency's authority and activities today.

-9-



Rate Setting Commission

At A Glance



Overview

The MRSC in the Executive Branch

Organization of the Commission

Structure of the Commission

Budget

Public Process

Bureau of Hospitals

Bureau of Long-Term Care Facilities

Bureau of Ambulatory Care

Source of "At A Glance" Fact Sheets: MRSC Public Access files
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Commissioners

Three Members Appointed by the Governor

Chairman (must have administrative experience and an
advanced degree in business administration, public

administration, or law)

Certified Public Accountant

Medical Economist

No More than Two Members
May Be from the Same Political Party

Each Appointed for Three Years
with Staggered Appointments

Current Appointments

Paula R. Griswold, Chairman
Thomas K* Lynch, Medical Economist

Jonelle I. Soelling, CPA
J}
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Budget

Fiscal Year 1991: $ 8.6 Million Total

The Hospital Assessment:
Funding the Mass. Rate Setting Commission

Funding Does Not Come from Tax Dollars

Each Hospital is Assessed a Charge
Based upon Total Hospital Revenues

The Hospital Assessment Covers
Commission Operating Expenses

and Fringe Benefits
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« r»n\/e Orifsr Notify Local Government
^° uays rnor Advisory Committee & Department

of Community Affairs

„ ^ # Notify Advisory Council of the
30 Days Prior Rate Setting Commission

21 Days Prior
Publish Public Hearing Date in Two
Daily Newspapers & the Massachu-
setts Register

Public Hearing

10 Days After
Records Held Open for Public & In-

terested Parties

^ _ m „ Records Held Open for
30 Day? After Advisory Council

Any Time after 30 Days Commission May
Act on Proposed Regulation
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Bureau of Hospitals

Develops, in accordance with state law, rate-setting

rules for all hospitals for inpatient and outpatient services

Medicaid Rates
Industrial Accident Rates
State Hospital Rates
County Hospital Rates

Sets limits on the level of revenue that hospitals

can generate

Evaluates, approves and oversees contracts between
Blue Cross of Massachusetts, Inc. and the hospitals

Audits all hospitals to establish Medicaid rates and to
establish Blue Cross final settlements

Compiles case-mix data base information

Participates in drafting hospital related legislation

Provides support for the Acute Care Hospital
Conversion Board
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Bureau of Long-Term
Care Facilties

Develops public rates for long-term care facilities,

including skilled and intermediate level nursing care

Develops public rates for residential care facilities,

including nursing homes, rest homes and custodial care
on a consulting basis

Develops public rates for medical and rehabilitative

institutions

Develops public rates for Intermediate Care Facilities

for the Mentally Retarded (ICFMRs)

Each long-term care provider group has a separate
reimbursement system

The Retrospective Reimbursement System:

Establishes an interim per diem based upon historical costs

with a cost adjustment factor

Final per diem rates are established on a calendar basis

The final settlement supersedes the interim rate

for the final settlement

Has developed and is implementing the Prospective
Case-Mix Reimbursement System for all nursing homes
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Bureau of Ambulatory Care

Ambulatory care services complement or serve as an
alternative to inpatient hospital or nursing home care

Develops public rates for community-based health care
and support services

Develops public rates for ambulatory and home health
services

Develops public rates for non-institutional providers

Develops public rates for other diverse services such as
prescribed drugs, ambulance rides, and medical supplies

Maintains, as per state law, a system to establish reason-
able rates of payment for services provided by temporary
nursing services (nursing pools)

Sets industrial accident rates in accordance with the
Worker s Compensation Act

Establishes, in accordance with state law, rules concern-
ing the reimbursement of malpractice insurance costs to
medical and dental providers

-19-
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Legal

This section contains the following:

Legislative mandate of the agency and relevant statutes

Pending lawsuits involving policy matters or significant

dollar amounts.

Other relevant legal issues
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LEGAL ISSUES

I . Legislative Mandate of the Commission

A. General Structure and Powers

The Rate Setting Commission was constituted as a full-time,
modern regulatory agency during the 1973 legislative session.
Before that time, its decisions were made by part-time
commissioners who served at the pleasure of the Governor.
The day-to-day work of the agency was presided over by a full-time
Executive Secretary. With the passage of legislation now codified
at G.L. c.6A, §§ 31 et seq . . the Commission was restructured to
ensure greater efficiency, objectivity and stability. Part-time
Commissioners were replaced by three full-time Commissioners with
defined areas of expertise (public administration or law, medical
economics, and accountancy) . The law requires that no more than
two Commissioners can belong to the same political party and
permits terms of three years on a staggered basis to ensure
freshness and objectivity. Originally situated under the aegis of
the Secretariat of Administration and Finance, the Commission has
been within the Executive Office of Human Services for most of its
full-time existence.

The Commission's statutory responsibilities include:
establishing rates of payment for all health services and supplies'1

purchased by governmental units (e.g. the Medicaid Division, the
Department of Public Health, the Department of Mental Health)

;

establishing revenue or earnings limits on acute and non-acute
hospitals; reviewing contracts and rates of payment established by
Blue Cross of Massachusetts, Inc. in its dealings with hospitals
and other health care providers. The Commission no longer sets
rates for social and educational services. While the Commission
regretted the loss of this important feature of its
responsibilities, it strongly believed that in recent years
purchasing agencies were not making appropriate use of the rate
process and ignoring the limits imposed by the Commission's
regulations. The breakdown of this process created significant
burdens for providers in terms of unnecessary paperwork and
uncertainty. The Commission itself, therefore, preferred to see
the responsibility transferred rather than to continue with an
unworkable and unenforceable purchase of service process.

The responsibility to control hospital revenues was given to the

1Chapter 150 of the Acts of 1990 (Fiscal Year 1991 Budget Act)
relocated responsibility for educational and social services from
the Commission to a new department established solely for this
purpose within the Office of Administration and Finance. The
Budget Act also imposed a rate freeze for fiscal year 1991 for
special education services. These actions are the subject of
litigation now pending in the Superior Court.
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Commission in 1975. The Legislature thus granted to the Commission
statutory responsibility over every entity paying hospital rates
or charges except the federal government. It is important to note
that the so-called "charge control" statute did not give the
Commission the power to control or regulate hospital costs
directly . Thus, historical hospital costs naturally continue to
influence hospital revenues and charges despite the upper limits
imposed by the statute. As will be demonstrated later, the statute
has worked successfully to limit the rate of growth in those costs
and charges in the years during which it has operated.

B. Procedural Reguirements : The Public Hearing Process

The statute sets forth specific procedural reguirements for
the conduct of business at the Commission. No regulations may be
adopted without a public hearing (in contrast to the simple notice
and comment period permitted to other agencies under the
Administrative Procedure Act) . The Commission must also engage in
extensive reporting to legislative committees in both the House and
the Senate. The Commission's individual rate actions are subject
to limited administrative review at the Division of Administrative
Law Appeals within the Secretariat of Administration and Finance
(G.L. c. 6A, §§ 36, 44) while regulations may be challenged in the
Superior Courts of the Commonwealth. Actions taken pursuant to the
Commission's authority to regulate Blue Cross contracts are
reviewed by the Supreme Judicial Court under G.L. C.176A, § 5.

**

C . Evolution of the Commission's Authority

A review of legislative amendments to the Commission's
authority during the first five years of its existence as a full-
time administrative agency reveals a tendency to limit the
Commission's powers with respect to certain regulated groups (e.g.
pharmacies and nursing homes) . Thus, the Commission has been
precluded by the legislature (at the behest of pharmacies) from
considering discounts available to pharmacies when setting rates,
has been barred from counting certain gifts and grants in computing
income available to offset expenses of providers, and has been
prevented from employing a technigue ("negative eguity adjustment")
that obliged proprietary nursing home providers to ensure stability
of their businesses by making a contribution to equity. Each of
these limits has increased Medicaid payments to providers. With
the growing budget crisis, one can expect this trend to reverse in
order to protect Medicaid funds.

More significant changes occurred in the early eighties, as
businesses became increasingly aware that Massachusetts hospital
costs and charges, which exceeded the national average by 3 0%,
produced a competitive disadvantage for Massachusetts businesses
and a burden for the state budget. A coalition composed of
consumers, business groups, insurance companies and representatives
of government agencies worked together to come up with a broad
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legislative proposal aimed at replacing the patchwork of differing
regulatory methods (Medicaid, charge control, Blue Cross) with a
single set of reimbursement principles. Thus, while third party
payors pay different amounts, the basic methodology is the same for
all payors. It is important to understand that at no time during
this period did the Legislature confer upon the Commission the
power to redefine base costs. The Commission was responsible for
the administration of hospital payment regulation, but not its
design.

D. Special Responsibilities of The Commission

(1) Conversion Board: G.L. c.6A, 5101

Chapter 2 3 (the "Universal Health Care" law) created the Acute
Hospital Conversion Board, a three member panel charged with
presiding over the orderly closing of acute hospitals unable to
compete because of falling occupancy, inefficiencies , declining
revenues (or some combination of those factors) . The Chairman of
the Commission sits on that panel, as does the Commissioner of the
Department of Medical Security and the Commissioner of Public
Health, who chairs the panel. The Conversion Board has helped
certain troubled hospitals judged necessary to the health of the
community and has assisted other hospitals in effecting a smooth
transition to less intense forms of care. Staff of each agency
participating in the panel provides staff to the Conversion Board
at no additional cost to the state.

(2) Long Term Care Receiverships: G.L. c. 111. SS72M-72U

The Rate Setting Commission regulates the compensation of
receivers appointed to run long-term care facilities for the
benefit of the patients when it has been determined by the Superior
Court that patients are in jeopardy. The Commission works with
other human service agencies and the Attorney General's Office to
ensure that the facility is being run in a prudent and orderly way
during the term of the receivership.

II . Pending lawsuits involving policy matters or cases involving
more than $50.000

As explained elsewhere in this document, the Commission may
be sued in two forums: the Division of Administrative Law Appeals
(for actions involving individual providers' rates and charges) and
the Superior Court (actions involving challenges to the
regulations) . In addition, by statute, the Supreme Judicial Court
has jurisdiction over all actions taken by the Commission pursuant
to its review power over Blue Cross rates and contracts under
G.L.C.176A, §5. This latter class of cases, while involving
significant sums of money, is difficult to summarize because each
provider is appealing a different series of audit adjustments or
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is appealing the denial of requests for exception to the maximum
allowable cost formula. There are approximately one hundred
pending lawsuits in the Superior Court and in the Supreme Judicial
Court (including the Blue Cross cases) . Note that approximately
thirty-five of these pending appeals have been brought to overturn
a decision of the Division of Administrative Law Appeals. In some
cases it is the Commission who is the appellant, and in others (the
majority) the provider is the appellant. In those cases where the
Commission is the appellant, the Commission's position is that the
Division has exceeded its authority or has made an error of law
that has cost the Commonwealth money it need not have paid.

The following is a brief description of certain major cases
pending in the Superior Courts of the Commonwealth (excluding Blue
Cross audit and exception cases)

:

1. MHA vs. Rate Setting Commission, et al ., Superior Court
89-3215

This case was brought by the Massachusetts Hospital
Association against the Rate Setting Commission and the
Department of Public Welfare. The complaint alleges that the
Commission and the Department erroneously calculated the so-
called Medicare upper limit of payment and that hospitals have
been deprived of revenues otherwise payable by Medicaid as a
result of the alleged unlawful calculations. If decided in
favor of the MHA, the Commonwealth could be obliged to pay in
excess of eighty million dollars to acute care hospitals for
the alleged detriment suffered over a three year period.

2 . Norfolk County Hospital vs. Rate Setting Commission,
Norfolk Superior Court, 87-26

This case challenges the Commonwealth's method for reimbursing
chronic and rehabilitation hospitals for ANDs (days of care
which are "administratively necessary" only: the patient no
longer needs hospital level care) . Three years of
reimbursement are involved. Although there are only three
named plaintiffs, if these plaintiffs succeed, others
similarly situated will be able to obtain declaratory relief
of similar scope. If the challenge to the methodology is
successful, the Medicaid Program will have to pay millions of
dollars in relief to the plaintiff hospitals.

3 . Community Center School, et al. vs. Rate Setting
Commission et al. . Superior Court 90-4444 and Behavior
Research Institute. Inc. vs. Edward Lashman et al. Bristol
Probate Court No. 90E 0064 Gl

These cases involve the rate freeze imposed upon special
education service providers for fiscal year 1991 pursuant to
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outside sections of Chapter 150 of the Acts of 1990 (fiscal
year 1991 budget) . The plaintiff schools claim that the rate
freeze imposed by these sections will seriously impede their
ability to comply with licensing and certification
requirements pertaining to services to children with special
needs. The cost of this case is difficult to determine at the
outset as each of the plaintiffs is alleging a different
degree of harm. If every school got the full measure of
increase in allowable costs calculated before the rate freeze
was imposed, the value of the case could run between five and
six million dollars.

4. Levy vs. Dukakis , Worcester Superior Court 89-813

This case is a global challenge to the Commonwealth's methods
of financing education. The Commission is but one of many
defendants in this case. As regards the Commission, the
plaintiff claims that increases in rates for private special
education school providers violate Proposition 2\. The
relief sought would reach rate increases from as far back as
1981. If the plaintiffs are successful, this case is worth
millions of dollars in terms of special education increases
alone for the period in question (which is nearly a decade)

.

The Commission promulgates over thirty regulations annually.
Given the frequency with which this agency is obliged to enter into
formal rule-making, it is notable that so few general challenges
to regulations are filed each year. Once filed, these cases are
frequently dismissed or result in findings favorable to the
Commission

.

This satisfactory litigation record is attributable to two main
factors: (1) The existence of a full administrative hearing
available in suitable cases at the Division of Administrative Law
Appeals and (2) The integrity of the rule-making process, which is
conducted entirely in public with ample opportunity for all
interested parties to make their views known before the regulation
is adopted and filed.

More detailed descriptions of cases involving the Rate Setting
Commission may be obtained from the Commission's General Counsel.

Ill . Other relevant legal issues:

Until the budget reform act of 1989 was passed, the Rate
Setting Commission possessed the "sole authority" to set rates for
governmental purchasers of health care supplies and services,
including the Medicaid Division. Indeed, one of the reasons that
the Commission was originally formed in 1973 was to ensure that
rates set for Medicaid services would conform to Title XIX
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reimbursement policies and regulations. A specific direction to
follow Title XIX principles of reimbursement is contained in the
first section of the Commission's enabling law and has been there
from the beginning.

During the most recent legislative session, some legislators
reasoned that the Medicaid budget could be brought under stricter
control if the Medicaid Division had control of both program and
reimbursement policies. A bill to consolidate the Medicaid
Division and the Rate Setting Commission was proposed, but failed
to secure Senate passage. Instead, legislators approved two
measures regarding rate-making for Medicaid eligibles. Now
codified at G.L. c. 118A, §§ 4 and 4A , the new sections provide
first, that the Department of Public Welfare (Medicaid Division)
may enter into certain contracts ("selective contracts", "volume
purchase contracts", "preferred provider contracts" and
"coordinated care contracts") with providers. These contracts may
be reviewed by the Rate Setting Commission, but need not be
approved by the Commission in order to become effective (G.L.
C.118E, § 4). Second, that the Department shall review "any change
in rates or in rate methodology proposed by the rate setting
commission" and may disapprove any such change that it finds
inconsistent with department policy and federal requirements,
provided that it does not support its disapproval solely on the
basis of availability of funds (G.L. C.118E, § 4A)

.

The selective and volume contracting options have not been
used to any great extent by the Department. In some cases, waivers
of federal requirements might be necessary before the Department
can begin to act under this option. Of far greater significance
and impact has been the so-called "Medicaid veto" permitted by G.L.
C.118E, §4A.

Implementation of this prior approval process has not been
smooth. To begin with, the Commission must adopt regulations
through a public hearing process and must review regulations at
least every two years and, in some important cases, every year.
The Medicaid Division has not always been able to formulate
acceptable alternatives within the strict statutory time periods
governing the Commission's work. Compounding the procedural
difficulties is the fact that many of the initiatives suggested by
Medicaid Division staff either exist already in current rate
setting methodologies or are barred by practical and legal
concerns. Where possible, the Commission has tried to accommodate
and incorporate ideas and proposals emanating from the Medicaid
Division. The administrative and legal anomalies inherent in the
"Medicaid veto" section emerge, however, in cases where the
Commission believes that an idea acceptable to Medicaid is
inconsistent with law or equity. In such situations, the
Commission has been constrained to set aside its own proposal and
offer for public comment the Medicaid proposal, even though experts
at the Commission believe that the Medicaid proposal may be either
unworkable or illegal. While the Commission has done this in order
to prevent delay in the establishment of rates, the use of the
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public hearing process to gather comments on a proposal that does
not originate at the Commission, nor meet its standards, is
scarcely an effective use of this administrative procedure and may
present legal problems down the road.
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Fiscal

This section contains the following (as applicable):

Budget Summary for fiscal years 1988-1991

Fiscal year 1991 EOHS approved deficiencies

Fiscal year 1991 and 1992 federal funds

Anticipated federal funds for fiscal years 1991-1992

Fiscal Year Revenue:
— Retained
— General Fund
— Revenue Projects



FISCAL SUMMARY

BUDGET SUMMARY

The Budget summary reflects an overall growth in the
Commission's appropriation from 1988 to 1991 of $412,456. This
amount represents an increase of 5% over the four year period.
The increases are attributable to two categories:

(1) negotiated pay increases for union employees; and,
(2) scheduled rent increases.

Our contract funding has remained stable as we complete our
cleaning-up of the hospital and long term care backlogs and
continue our automation effort.

E.O.H. S.

None requested.

FEDERAL FUNDS

None requested.

REVENUE

The full cost of the Commission's activity over these past
four years, has been paid by the acute care hospitals through an'

assessment. In each of the years 1988 through 1990, the revenue
collected has exceeded the Commission's expenses by over
$200,000 annually.

The Commission has received $8.2 million dollars through
November 13th, representing 87.3% of our current year goals.

MEDICARE SHORTFALL FUND

In fiscal year 1989, the Legislature appropriated two
separate amounts of money to fund the shortfall acute care
hospitals were experiencing as a direct result of the Medicare
Program underfunding the services provided to Medicare
patients. The Commission was given the responsibility to
approve the formula for distributing these funds and disbursing
the money to the individual hospitals.
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Personnel

This section contains the following:

Personnel summary and staffing requirements

Historical FTE summary



PERSONNEL SUMMARY AND STAFFING REQUIREMENTS

The Commission regulates health care services purchased by
state and local government, and administers the state's hospital
payment legislation. The regulatory function involves
establishing rates of payment, fees for services, and approval
of hospital charges. The Commission regulates over $12.2
billion dollars in health care expenditures annually. The
review of these expenditures includes historical cost auditing,
budget analysis review, and economic modelling, and requires a
significant staff of auditors, financial and economic analysts,
and policy analysts.

A review of Personnel Form #1 (attached) reveals that
staffing has ranged between 147.9 FTE 1 s and 153.5 FTE ' s over the
last two fiscal years. The Commission has experienced a
turnover rate of 14.5% each fiscal year. Our major area of
personnel loss occurred in the Hospital Bureau, creating a
backlog of work in administering the hospital payment system.
Under pressure from the hospitals (our funding source) and with
their support, the Commission has attempted to attract analysts
and auditors to remedy this backlog, hence our projection of 165
FTE 1 s by 12/31/90. Filling these positions will result in
dollars savings to the Commonwealth, Blue Cross, and private
payors, as well as improving the hospital industry's ability to
plan and budget within the limits permitted by state
legislation.

There is no cost to the Commonwealth for any employees or
expenses of the Commission. All expenses are paid by the acute
care hospitals through assessment. The assessment for this
fiscal year includes the salaries and expenses for the
additional personnel needed to reach the projected staffing
level and to achieve the Commission's productivity goals. The
additional personnel will be directly involved with the
production of rates through field auditing and financial review
and analysis.
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Contracts

This section contains the following:

Types of contracts and expenditures

Printout of all contracts

Major Request for Proposals (RFPs) expected during

fiscal year 1992

Problem Areas
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CONTRACTS

The contract dollars to be spent for the current fiscal year
represent three major initiatives the Commission has undertaken
to improve operational productivity and efficiency. The
initiatives are as follows:

* Automation/ EDP

The Commission began a major initiative to develop
specialized software programs for the Bureau of Long Term
Care and the Hospital Bureau. This involves developing
programs to expedite rate setting, improve auditing, and
allow enhanced analysis. The Hospital Information System
will involve the storage, retrieval, and analysis of
Case-Mix data and Diagnostic Related Groupings (DRGs) . This
initiative, which will improve Commission productivity and
reduce paperwork for regulated providers, is discussed in
further detail elsewhere in this report.

* Long Term Care Auditors

The Bureau of Long Term Care is midway through a program to
eliminate a serious backlog in audits. The program involves
hiring individual contract auditors to assist staff in
reducing the backlog. Contract auditors are paid at the
same hourly rate as full time state employees, but do not
receive benefits. Reducing the backlog is crucial to
enable the Commission to have information for the
establishment of a prospective payment system, to provide
timely payments to the industry, and to prevent Medicaid
overpayments

.

* Hospital Bureau Program Development

Several health care finance consultants have been employed
to assist the Bureau in preparing for the major changes
taking place in hospital financing regulation as the current
legislation, Chapter 23, expires next September 30th. Other
consultants are helping staff to speed up the financial
review of hospitals prior to the expiration of the present
system of review and pricing.
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Policy and

Program Issues

Program Descriptions

Major Initiatives

Significant Accomplishments

and Savings



BUREAU OF AMBULATORY CARE

Responsibilities of the Bureau

The Bureau of Ambulatory Care establishes Medicaid rates and
evaluates Blue Cross contracts for an ever-broadening array of
health care services, including individual medical and surgical
services, in-home and elderly services, community health and
mental health facilities, and ancillary goods and services. The
work of the Bureau is directed toward services which either
complement or serve as alternatives to inpatient hospital or
nursing home care.

The primary objective of the Bureau in this environment is
to establish Medicaid rates which encourage cost containment
while at the same time ensuring access to high quality care.
Bureau efforts provide incentives to expand services which are
cost effective alternatives to institutionalized care.

The work of the Bureau consists of two major efforts: (1)
research activities which are geared toward developing
methodologies used in determining Medicaid rates, and (2) audit
activities which support the efforts of the research staff in
developing methodologies and which are used to set the rates in
accordance with the current regulations.

Major Initiatives

* Addressed serious access problem in procuring night
attendant and personal care attendant services necessary for
Independent Living, a cost effective alternative to
institutionalization. Convened provider and purchaser
workgroup. Established a more equitable night rate.

* Implemented a new cost saving methodology, with close
cooperation from Medicaid, for pricing ingredient cost of
prescribed drugs, resulting in a first year savings of over
$5 million.

* Reduced spending for hospital-based dental services by
establishing office-based surgical dental rates.

* Curbed state overspending on 766 Evaluations by providing
statewide training on legal expenditure caps to local school
systems.
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* Contributed to state attempts to combat infant mortality and
high costs of premature births by instituting special
"Maternal and Child Health" rates for home visits to women
and infants at high risk, thus providing an incentive for
home health agencies to offer these services and a
mechanism, coordinated through DPH, to ensure that gualified
staff are available to deliver the service.

* Promoted cost-saving non-institutional care of cancer and
AIDS patients through establishment of a new hospice rate;
worked closely with Medicaid.

* Corrected state overpayment for many medical services and
insufficient payment for others through revision of the
physician fee schedules. Revision was based upon the
resource based relative value scale (RBRVS) , first implement
in Massachusetts, which then became the prototype for the
impending national Medicare pricing system.

* Addressed the state's inability to purchase homemaker
services for the elderly (and thus threatened higher nursing
home utilization) due to labor shortages. Developed, in
cooperation with the Executive Office of Elder Affairs, an
optional incentive program allowing agencies to improve
recruitment and retention of employees by offering healthy
insurance and other benefits.

* Stimulated competition to lower prices within the Temporary
Nursing Industry and discouraged the over-utilization of
temporary nursing pools within health care facilities by
establishing parameters of selected charges and publishing a
consumer guide to be used in selecting the most cost
efficient services.

* Developed the methodology used to disburse bad debt/ free
care monies allocated by the Legislature. In conjunction
with the Massachusetts League of Community Health Centers,
the Commission also developed the standards by which Health
Centers qualify for such funds.

* Created a new regulation governing fees for free standing
diagnostic and surgical centers, enabling public purchasers
to have access to the technological advances in diagnostic
medicine.

* Implemented parity of reimbursement among all rehab
professionals (speech therapists, audiologists

,
physical

therapists and occupational therapists) providing services
purchased by the state.
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* Promoted most cost effective community-based care and
prophylactic treatment of high-risk HIV+ patients by
establishing new rates for inhalation and infusion
therapies

.

Future Projects

* Perform a cost analysis of institutional vs. non-
institutional care for the elderly, identifying potential
savings to be garnered through the expansion of Adult Day
Health, Home Health and Homemaker services as an alternative
to nursing home care.

The project will be limited to a comparison of rates for
various services on an institutional vs. non-institutional
basis, excluding hospital-based services, for the period of
a year and will use Rate Setting data, as well data obtained
from other sources. A predefined profile of a frail elder
client will be used as the basis for the study.

* Investigate the fiscal viability of Community Health Centers
as a valuable resource in reducing utilization of acute
hospital services thereby effecting substantial state
savings. The Bureau will study trends in community health
center licensure, funding sources and populations served in
order to identify the most cost effective mechanism for
providing care to uninsured and underinsured populations.
This will be done in light of the impending expiration of
Chapter 23.

* Ensure the continuation of FFP monies for Massachusetts by
completing, in cooperation with Medicaid Division of DPW,
the federally mandated conversion of existing billing codes
and rates to the national HCPCs coding system.

The conversion requires repricing of many thousands of
procedures, entailing cost analyses, public hearings and
public education. The new coding system will also allow for
comparison of Massachusetts rates with other state Medicaid
programs, diverse third party payors and Medicare.

Suggested Savings Initiatives

Physicians

:

* Expand use of less costly service providers, where
clinically appropriate, such as broader use of nurse
practitioners, optometrists vs. ophthalmologists,
psychologists vs. psychiatrists, and managed care options.
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Hearing Aids, Orthotics and Prosthetics, Durable Medical
Equipment, Vision Care:

* Purchase services through preferred provider agreements
instead of fee for service, and through bulk (vs. unit)
purchases

.

Prescribed Drugs:

* Investigate more cost effective ways of purchasing drug
(e.g. mail order, preferred provider agreements, direct
purchasing from the manufacturer)

.

* Implement a drug utilization review, in conjunction with the
private sector, to ensure quality control.

* Explore feasibility of establishing a state-run pharmacy,
with the sole purpose of providing all prescribed drugs
purchased by state agencies and for state workers.

Independent Living:

* Provide incentive for good management practices through the
establishment of class rates.

Homemaker

:

* Eliminate administratively inefficient providers by the
establishment of volume-based class rates. Such a change
would encourage greater efficiency by both purchasers and
homemaker agencies, while maintaining quality services.

Dental

* Realize long-term savings by reinstating preventive dental
services for adults. A utilization study should be
undertaken to document the cost-benefits of prevention
services.
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BUREAU OF HOSPITALS

Responsibilities of the Bureau

The Bureau of Hospitals has jurisdiction over 103 acute care
hospitals and 66 non-acute hospitals. The latter category is
distinguished by 37 chronic, rehabilitative, and psychiatric
hospitals; seven state schools for the mentally retarded; and 22
institutions operated by governmental units such as the
Massachusetts Department of Public Health and counties of the
Commonwealth. In aggregate, the hospitals regulated by the
bureau generate approximately $9.8 billion annually in revenue.

Specific Responsibilities of the Bureau Include:

* Participating in the negotiation and drafting of
hospital-related legislation;

* Establishing policy through regulation; analyzing hospital
budgets, payments, and expenses;

* Computing rates of payment used by Medicaid (i.e., the
Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare) , non-Medicaid
government payors, and industrial accident payors;

* Administering hospital payment legislation on the level of
revenues that hospitals may generate;

* Compiling the acute hospital case-mix database information;
and

* Auditing the financial and statistical data used to
calculate rates of payment.

Major Initiatives

* For acute hospitals, the major achievement was the
promulgation of a new permanent reimbursement regulation
implementing chapter 23. Three activities stemming from the
adjustments caused by chapter 2 3 were of particular
importance. First, the unit computed the new low cost
hospital adjustments. Second, the methodology for computing
the Medicare-related upper limit was chosen, and preliminary
results shared with the industry. Third, in cooperation
with the industry, the first payments under the Medicare
shortfall fund provisions of chapter 23 were calculated and
distributed. All of these tasks were not previously
required of the unit, and involved the distribution of more
than $157 million in new revenues to the acute hospital
sector.
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The Commission is currently participating in the Special
Study Commission on Health Finance established in 1989 to
develop and recommend a successor payment system. As a
member of the Study Commission, the Bureau is conducting
evaluations of proposed systems (see attached
recommendations) and existing methodologies.

In FY' 90 and '91 resolved backlog of issues affecting
determination of prior years' ('83-' 91) approved total
patient care costs.

Cooperated with the Department of Medical Security to
produce timely uncompensated care pool payments for
hospitals

.

Provided information to payors, providers, business and
consumers regarding financial performance of hospitals.
This process allows for more cost efficient decision-making.

Collected and disseminated case-mix data to support
research, financial planning, and cost containment efforts
at the Department of Public Health, Department of Medical
Security, Department of Public Welfare and consumer groups
(i.e., hospitals, research institutions).

Implemented Chapter 270, a new law having major consequences
for non-acute hospital payments.

In FY' 91, enforced the revenue compliance provisions of the
acute-hospital financing law and produced, as a result, a
$39.4 million reduction in hospital charges for all payors.

Realized $21 million in new savings to payors through the
completion of 158 non-acute hospital final settlements in
FY' 90 and FY' 91.

Reviewed all non-acute hospital budget submissions on a
timely basis, within the 60-day statutory time limit, and
produced a savings of $39.7 million in patient care costs
requested since July 1, 1990.



BUREAU OF LONG-TERM CARE FACILITIES

Responsibilities of the Bureau

The Bureau of Long-Term Care Facilities sets rates of
reimbursement annually for publicly-aided patients in Long-Term
Care Facilities, (530) Residential Care facilities, (183)
Intermediate Care facilities for the Mentally Retarded (ICF-MR)
(69), Hospital-based skilled nursing units (3). Long-Term Care
providers are defined as those which offer skilled nursing care,
intermediate levels of nursing care, or a combination of both.

Major Initiatives

Prospective Nursing Home Reimbursement System:

* Designed and implemented a prospective case-mix payment
system for nursing homes thus enhancing the state's ability
to pay for nursing home services, based on the level of care
reguired by the patient.

* Was awarded a $1 million, three-year HCFA grant in 1986 to
study, design, and implement a prospective case-mix payment
system.

* In cooperation with the Departments of Public Welfare and
Public Health, the nursing home industry, and numerous other*"
state agencies and interested parties, and after a thorough
analysis of the fiscal impact, the Bureau developed the
prospective case-mix regulations, rate setting methodologies
and necessary MMIS modifications.

* From October 1, 1988 - December 31, 1989, 17 facilities were
reimbursed on the prospective system.

* On January 1, 1990, 190 facilities were converted from
retrospective to prospective payment.

* Implementation of prospective payment in all facilities
state-wide has progressed and is in the final stages of
implementation for January 1, 1991.
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Retrospective Nursing Home System:

* Audit Savings: The combined desk audit and field audit
savings average approximately $18,000,000 per year in the
Medicaid program. This savings is generated with an audit
staff of approximately 36 audit staff members, or an audit
savings of approximately $500,000 per auditor.

* Eliminated the back-log on final rates. Produced initial
1989 finals in December 1990.

Automation:

Enhanced the auditing function through the introduction of
an automated system. Promoted process of making all staff
computer knowledgable , therefore augmenting their analytical
skills

.

Technical Assistance:

Provide daily technical assistance to the nursing home
industry. Presented two technical sessions conducted by the
Massachusetts Certified Public Accountants Association.

Health Care Finance Administration (HCFA)

:

* Developed reimbursement methodology which established the"*

price Medicaid paid for nursing home services, at a level
below the HCFA limit, hence allowing federal match money for
the nursing home program in Massachusetts.

* Implemented the federally mandated Omnibus Reconciliation
Act of 1987 (OBRA) by the required deadline of October 1,
1990. OBRA requires nursing homes to follow new enhanced
federal guidelines for caring for elderly patients.

Rest Homes:

* Developed the rate methodology to accommodate the Department
of Public Health's Community Support initiative. This
initiative was designed to provide enhanced mental health
services to rest home residents.
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* Participated in an interagency task force aimed at reviewing
the current financial problems facing the rest home
industry. As a result of the task force, the Commission
recommended methodological changes which would improve the
current reimbursement system. The implementation of these
changes would serve to recognize the vital role of rest
homes in the changing long-term care delivery system.

Intermediate Care Facilities For The Mentally Retarded
(ICF-MRs)

:

* The Commission has developed a reimbursement methodology
that recognizes the costs associated with the initiative to
deinstitutionalize mentally impaired individuals, utilizing
community placements in ICF-MRs. The methodology has
recently come under review with an eye toward developing
enhanced financial efficiency standards. However, because
of the type and diversity of the individual services
provided, it is apparent that a clinical review must be
commenced before the financial efficiencies can be
established.

* The ICF-MRs currently encompass both non-profit and for
profit providers. Within these groups are state run and
vendor-operated facilities. There are also ICF-MRs which
are operated out of the state mental health hospitals. This
latter group of ICF-MRs is not within the Bureau's'
reimbursement system.
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BUREAU OF SYSTEMS DEVELOPMENT

Responsibilities of the Bureau

The major goal of the Bureau of Systems Development (BSD) is
to provide, build and maintain information systems which use
state of the art technology for implementation and support of
reimbursement methodologies which are developed within the
Commission. This involves intensive analysis, design and
programming to provide information and statistics to Commission
staff, the Provider population and other outside agencies.
Automation will improve Commission productivity and reduce the
paperwork required of regulated providers.

Major Initiatives

Automation:

BSD's major automation concern has been to procure a major
expansion of the Commission's existing Local Area Network and
the selection of Software AG of North America as the winning
vendor for the acquisition of customized software for the Bureau
of Long-Term Care and the Bureau of Hospitals.

* The primary purpose for the customized application
software for the Bureau of Long-Term Care is to
expedite rate determination, improve audit
capabilities, allow enhanced analytical capabilities,
and data access for the policy and planning. This
software is now in the acceptance test process and is
scheduled to become a production application by mid-
December 1990.

* The primary functions of the customized application
software for the Bureau of Hospitals will involve
storage, retrieval and query of the yearly Case-Mix
databases as well as enhancing the ability for the
Hospital Bureau to perform data analysis and production
of ad-hoc reports.

With the LTC, and Hospital custom applications being
developed on the OMIS data system and the staff access to these
systems through the Banyan LAN/Mainframe connection the
Commission will be able to ensure more efficient processing of
rate calculations, generation of reports, processing of ad-hoc
queries as well as decrease our dependence on other agencies.
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FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS

The High Cost of Health Care

The high cost of health care in Massachusetts places an
unacceptable burden upon the budget of the Commonwealth of
Massachusetts. An equally unacceptable burden is experienced by
private payors, insurers and employers. As demonstrated in
numerous studies, health care costs substantially more in
Massachusetts than elsewhere in the country, creating a
competitive disadvantage for Massachusetts businesses. While
many legitimate forces drive these costs, including technology,
high labor costs, and medical education, there is a critical need
for creative, system-wide initiatives—initiatives that preserve
the high level and high quality of health care in Massachusetts
while at the same time reining in the costs.

Throughout its history, the Commission has had a track record
for toughness and fairness, and, as such, it plays an effective
and important role in managing growth in health care spending and
in finding practical solutions to restrain public expenditures.

Despite enormous pressures, Medicaid rates and other public
rates (prices, distinguished from total expenditures) have risen
at a slower pace than health care inflation. However, it is the
high cost of health care for all payors which fuels the system
that underlies government expenditures. Policymakers must
examine the entire health care system in order to understand,
control, and manage government programs, as well to ensure the
af fordability of health insurance for Massachusetts businesses.
Toward this end, the Commission is preparing a report entitled
"Health Care Costs in Massachusetts" to be released in December
1990. (See Appendix for the proposed Table of Contents for this
report

.

)

Key Problem Areas and Future Agenda Items

* Providing Incentives for Use of Cost-Ef fective Sites of Care

The Commission has long understood that the site where
services are delivered plays a key role in the cost of health
care, and, as such, the Commission has a special interest in
issues pertaining to institutional versus noninstitutional care.
To control health care expenditures, it is essential that
services are delivered in the most appropriate and most
cost-effective setting. To this end, the Commission is expanding
its effort to establish incentives for such care. The intent of
this initiative is to create viable alternatives to placement in
nursing homes; to promote in-home and community-based care
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whenever possible; and to reinforce the financial viability of
community health centers and other providers who serve as vital
alternatives to more costly hospital outpatient departments.

* Reforming and Streamlining the Acute Hospital Payment System

The Massachusetts Rate Setting Commission is a member of the
Special Commission on Health Care (Hospital) Financing. The
Special Commission is charged with the responsibility to make
recommendations with regard to the new legislation that will
replace Chapter 23—the hospital financing law. The Rate Setting
Commission, with its statutory responsibilities in this area,
brings particular insight to the process.

Together with the Special Commission, the Rate Setting
Commission seeks to reform and streamline the hospital payment
system to better serve the hospitals, payors, and patients by
creating incentives which reward efficient hospitals, by
providing better information to assist purchasers, and by
reducing the administrative burden. (See attached report entited
"Proposal for Financing and Public Policy Initiatives on Health
Care Cost Management".)

* Improving the Prospective
Case-Mix Reimbursement System for Nursing Homes

By January 1, 1991, the Rate Setting Commission will have
converted the nursing home reimbursement process from a retro-
spective system to a prospective case-mix payment system,
improving the state's ability to budget for the Medicaid program,
providing incentives for facilities to accept patients who might
otherwise be in expensive hospital beds, and paying facilities
equitably for those services. With the new system in place, the
Commission now seeks to improve the prospective system in ways
that will control Medicaid expenditures and simplify
administration for the state and the industry.

* Utilizing Available Information to Inform
and Assist Public and Private Purchasers of Service

The high cost of health care is a matter of intense interest
to the general public, taxpayers, state and federal policymakers,
insurers, government payors, employers, and medical providers.
Historically, the Rate Setting Commission has utilized its
extensive data to carry out the rate-making responsibilities of
the agency. The Commission also has used its data to study
health care costs and to make reports to interested groups,
identifying trends and problems and evaluating possible
solutions.

Looking toward 1991, the Commission seeks to focus
considerable attention on government expenditures and activities
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in the health care arena. Recent legislation (Section 71 of
Chapter 150 of the Acts of 1990) broadened the Commission's
authority to collect and analyze data from all health care
providers. Its provisions give the Commission responsibility for
this function, the identification and analysis of overall trends
reflecting health care costs and utilization. In undertaking
this important responsibility, the Commission will use existing
resources and, when necessary, collect data in a manner which
does not place an unnecessary administrative burden on providers.

The focus of the Commission will cross all provider
types—including both institutional and noninstitutional
settings. For example, the Commission will study the cost of AIDS
on the health care system, focusing both on the cost of treating
AIDS as well as on the capacity of health care providers to deal
with caseload and treatment.

* Using Rate Setting Commission Information and Experience
(1) to Improve Medicaid Budgeting and Budget Monitoring,
and (2) to Promote Cost-Management, Selective Contracting
and Managed Care

In accordance with the "Inter-Agency Agreement," the
Commission will continue to work with the Massachusetts
Department of Public Welfare to refine and improve the Medicaid
budgeting and budget monitoring process. It will be crucial to
have more detailed actuarial budgets, reflecting utilization and
price expectations for each provider type as a management and
control tool. Analysis of existing utilization patterns, from
the Medicaid Management Information System and from the
Commission's Hospital Discharge Database, can identify
opportunities for cost management through selective contracting
and managed care.

The expertise and resources of the Commission can be better
utilized by the Commonwealth in this management control process;
the Commission will continue its efforts with the Department to
achieve these goals.

* Improving the Medicaid Rate Review Process
with the Mass. Department of Public Welfare

The legal requirements to which the Commission must adhere
with regard to due process, public notice, fair hearings, and
timeliness place special demands upon the rate-setting process.
Added to the Commission's mix of legal responsibilities and
obligations to the health care community, the legislature
recently gave the Massachusetts Department of Public Welfare,
under certain circumstances, "veto power" over Medicaid rates.

The statute which established Public Welfare's veto authority
specifically states that vetoes may not be exercised solely on
the basis of budget. This provision has created significant
delays and redundancy in agency efforts and has had a
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questionable impact on the rate-setting process. Both agencies
continue to examine this process. (Please refer to the Legal
section of this report for a full description of this issue and
related legislative provisions.)

The language requiring fair payment for providers under the
Medicaid program has been removed from the Commission's enabling
statute. This fact, combined with Public Welfare's veto power,
has created a shift in focus away from management of utilization
in the Medicaid program to budget control through rate
reductions. In a context where Medicaid rates are already the
lowest rates paid by any payor, where the growth in rates has
been restrained, and arbitrary cuts will simply shift costs to
the private sector constituting hidden taxes, such a constrained
focus is inappropriate. This key problem warrants additional
scrutiny by both the legislature and executive branch.

Eliminating Duplication
and Automating; the Rate-Setting Process

Over the past few years, the Commission has worked diligently
to streamline and automate its operations. The Commission
embarked on this path to improve its productivity and efficiency,
to expedite the rate-making process, and to reduce or eliminate
the administrative burdens experienced by providers. The
Commission will continue with this endeavor, focusing on those
areas that will most benefit our community of health care
providers and the individuals whom they serve. In addition, the
Commission will work closely with other state agencies to
eliminate duplication of effort by agencies or providers. These
activities play an important role in preserving access to high
quality health care services in Massachusetts.

Conclusion: Health Care in the Nineties

In the 1990 's, questions are being seriously raised about the
fundamental scope, nature and quality of hospital care and other
health care as it is offered in the Commonwealth, and the level
that is affordable to public and private payers. As the federal
government increasingly limits its participation in the cost of
care, the burden of these costs shifts to those payers within the
individual states.

Now that Medicare funds (a fully federally-funded program)
are being severely restricted, the citizens of the Commonwealth,
through the legislative and executive arms of government, will
have to decide in the coming years whether to continue to pay the
increasing costs of the system as it exists, or to work to
system-wide changes that will limit these rising costs.
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Whether the change is brought about through legislation and
regulation, or whether it is left—to the extent permitted by
federal law, as in the case of Medicaid—to the "market" to
determine, it is one of the major issues that will face
Massachusetts over the coming decade. More immediately, it is
one that must be dealt with this year as the current hospital
payment system sunsets, and in Medicaid and state health policy.

As the Commonwealth tackles and resolves these concerns,
increased data collection, dissemination and analysis by the
Commission can provide the information that will enable public
and private payors to make informed policy decisions. The Rate
Setting Commission is able to provide the information, to
participate in the process, and to continue to be a force for
quality, cost-effective health care in Massachusetts.
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Statutes

Copies of the following statutes are attached to this Appendix:

G.L. c. 6a, § 31-101 (General Enabling Laws)

G.L. c. 176A, s. 5 (Review of Blue Cross Rates)

G.L. c. 118E, § 4 and 4A (Medicaid)

G.L. c. Ill, § 72M-72U (Receiverships)
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Provider List



AMBULATORY CARE PROVIDERS
(approximately 26,600 individual providers)

Independent Practitioners

* Chiropract ic Services
* Dental Services

* Surgery and Related Anesthesia Care
* Medical and Related Anesthesia Care

* Radiology
* Medical Malpractice Liability Compensation

* Podiatry
* Psychological Services

# Team Evaluation Service (Special Education)
* Rehabilitative Clinic Services, Audiological

Services, and Restorative Services

In-Home and Elderly Services

* Chronic Maintenance Dialysis
* Home Health Agency Service
* Homemaker/Home Health Aides
* Independent Living Services

* Private Duty Nursing
* Hospice Services

Ancillary Services

* Ambulance Services
* Clinical Laboratory Services

* Durable Medical Equipment, Oxygen,
and Respiratory Therapy Equipment

* Hearing Aid Dealers
* Prostheses, Prosthetic Devices,

and Orthotic Devices
* Prescribed Drugs

* Temporary Nursing Services
* Vision Care and Ophthalmic Materials

Community Health Facilities

* Rates for Freestanding Clinics Providing
Abortion and Sterilization Services

* Adult Day Health
* Community Health Centers

* Community Health Center Credit and Collection
Policies and Reimbursement for Bad Debt and Free Care

* Family Planning Services
* Freestanding Diagnostic and Surgical Facilities

* Mental Health Services
* Outpatient Tuberculosis Control Systems

* Psychiatric Day Treatment Center
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HOSPITAL INDUSTRY

Acute Hospitals - 107
(pursuant to Chapter 23 of the Acts of 1988)

County Hospitals - 5

Chronic Hospitals - 17

Chronic Hospitals with BX MAC - 2

Non-Medicaid - 10

Soldiers' Homes (State Hospitals) - 2

Public Health - 7

Mental Health Hospitals - 8

Hospital Mental Health Centers - 8

Hospital Mental Retardation Centers - 7
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LONG-TERM CARE FACILITIES

Long-Term Care Facilities (Nursing Homes) - 530

Residential Care Facilities (Rest Homes) - 160

Intermediate Care Facilities
for the Mentally Retarded (ICF-MRs) - 69

Public Medical Institutions - 10
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MISCELLANEOUS PROVIDER TYPES
(as of July 1, 1990)

Early Intervention Providers

Substance Abuse Providers (Class Rates)

:

* Detoxification Program
* Counseling

* Recovery Program
* Driver's Education

Medicaid-Reimbursable Title XIX Purchase-of -Service
(for all state Human Services agencies)
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MRSC Publications List



PH_t>«c Accets Office Update NcvorrCefIW

Publications List of the
Massachusetts Rate Setting Commission

Massachusetts Rate Setting Commission: Annual Report (specify fiscal year)

Is Geography Destiny? An Analysis Of Home Health

Productivity Across Massachusetts (February 1987)

Key Trends In Massachusetts Acute Hospitals, 1981-1986 (May 1987)

Nursing Home Profitability In Massachusetts, 1982-1985 (July 1987)

How Nursing Home Rates Are Set (July 1987)

The Homebound Elderly: Who Cares? (October 1987)

Coming Of Age: Can Community Health Centers Survive In The 1990's? (January 1989)

Prospective Case-Mix Payment System (May 1989)

Chapter 766: Sole Source And Individual Rates (June 1989)

Retention of Records (July 1989)

Who's Mending The Clients? An Analysis of the Restorative and Developmental

Therapy Labor market in Massachusetts (July 1989)

Temporary Nursing Services Price Filing Report - Sixth Edition (September 1990)
( Note This report u available only trom the Stite Bookatore. Room 1 1 6. Stj* Hou«e. Beaten. ,S4A 021 33 (617) 777-2834) Ecrher eritrtona wallsbke while supply Lasts

Publications are available from:

Massachusetts Rate Setting Commission
Two Boylston Street

Boston, Massachusetts 02116-4707

(617) 451-5330
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Health Care Costs
in Massachusetts

A report on the cost ofhealth care in the 1 990 !s

Controlling Medica'd costs

Fiscal year 1 992 rate projections

Massachusetts Rate Setting Commission

Paula R. Griswold, Chairman
Thomas K. Lynch, Commissioner

Jonelle L. Soelling, Commissioner

to be released in December 1990

Commonwealth of Massachusetts Executive Office of Human Services
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December 12, 1939

TO THE MEMBERS OF THE MASSACHUSETTS SENATE

:

! j

As you begin consideration of S. 2131, The Budget Control and Reform Act of
1989, we are writing to express our collective views concerning several cf
provisions of the bill dealing with health care costs In the Commonwealth.

Section 106
j

We enthusiastically endorse the provisions of Section 106 which would create a

moratorium on mandating of new benefits for health insurance policies until
July 1, 1991. This is a very important first step in gaining control of
health care costs in Massachusetts and allowing employers to design health
care plans to meet the needs of their particular employee group rather than
pay for unneeded and unwarranted mandates. It is our hope that the Senate
will vote its approval of Section 106.

Section 68 !

I

We express major concern about Section 63 of S. 2131 which relates to the
setting of medicaid rates. In essence Section 68 would shift rate setting "*

authority in medicaid cases from the Rate Setting Commission to the
commissioner ' of the Department of Welfare. We are opposed to this shift for

several important reasons: ' i

.
<' '

.
'

1. The Rate Setting Commission has the expertise to set these rates
efficiently and fairly. To set up another rate setting mechanism
in another agency would appear to be needless and costly

! duplication.
j

-

;
: V

I ! ) .

:

2. \ If enacted, Section 68 will artificially suppress rates paid to

providers in much the same way as similar efforts artificially
i suppressed early premiums and costs in automobile and medical

malpractice insurance rates, once those systems began to operate,
however, costs skyrocketed. The initial effect of this change
would be an illusory savings with creation of a significant cost

i problem in the long run. •

I-
3. Adoption of Section 68 will force providers, to shift costs to non-

government payers — i.e., the private sector. In the case of

hospital payments, this cost shifting violates one of the basic
1 principles of Chapter 23. In all cases this "rate setting by

budget" approach will increase the cost of private health
insurance and the fiscal burden borne by employers and consumers.

Section 108

we urge elimination of Section 108 as it appears in the Senate Ways and Means

Committee draft. Section 108 seeks to add the commissioner of the Department

of Public Welfare (DPW) and the director of the Massachusetts Health and
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Education Facilities Authority (HEFA) to the Hospital Conversion 2oard. We d

not think that this makes for sound public policy. As presently constituted,
the Hospital Conversion Board consists of the heads of the Department of

Public Health, the Department of Medical Security and the Rate Setting
Commission. The addition of D?W (a payor) and HEFA (which issues nearly all
of the nond3 to hospitals appearing before the board) presents a very serious
conflict of interest and could result in destroying the credibility and
mission of the board.

Simply stated, the hospital ccnvers ion board is a very important group
established to eliminate excess capacity and help make the health cars cost
containment features of Chapter 23 work. In our view adding members to it

does not assist toward that goal and Section 107 should be deleted from the
Senate Ways and Means committee draft.

We recognize that these are difficult times for the General Court and the
Commonwealth. Me also recognize the need for systemic reforms in many
elements of the health care system. However, we urge you to vote to strike
Sections 63 and 1Q8 as these proposed changes will not produce any real cost
savings and can be expected to increase costs to the Commonwealth in the long
run.

Thank you very much.

John Gould
;

President and C.E.O. /
Associated Industries of Massachusetts

Robert L. Hughes i

Executive Director, Massachusetts
Association of H.M.O.s ;

hn Larkin Thompson
resident and C.E.O., Blue Cress
nd Blue Shield of Massachusetts

Steven J. Trlngale ^
Vice President, Life Insurance
Association of Massachusetts

I
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Is Geography Destiny: An Analysis of Home
Health Productivity Across Massachusetts

The Homebound Elderly: Who Cares?

Coming of Age: Can Community Health Centers

Survive in the 1990 f

s?
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